
Lecture 18 – Review for Exam 1

Instructor: Prof. Marcial Gonzalez 

Fall, 2022
ME 323 – Mechanics of Materials

Reading assignment: Lectures 1-15

News:  Ready for the exam?



Always strive to be the best, but never believe that you are

Video

"You must always strive to be the best, but you must never believe that 
you are.”
—Juan Manuel Fangio
He won the World Championship of Drivers five times with four different 
teams (Alfa Romeo, Ferrari, Mercedes-Benz, and Maserati), a record that 
stood for 46 years until beaten by Michael Schumacher in 2003 and that  
has not been repeated since then.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCnj0HrEt9M


Announcements
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Exam 1
- Wednesday October 5th , 8:00-10:00 p.m., room UC 114

(please arrive 15 minutes before the exam and bring a picture ID)
- No lecture on Wednesday  
- You will scan your exam and submit to Gradescope – come prepared!

- Formula sheet will be provided. 
It will be uploaded to ME 323 blog.

- Start working on the lecturebook!
- Conceptual examples 

(40 short questions!!)
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Summary of topics

- State of stress vs. state of strain (generalized Hooke’s law)
- Bolted and pinned joints. Factor of safety.
- Axial deformations (statically indeterminate problems)
- Thermal loads
- Torsional deformations (statically indeterminate problems)
- Truss structures (statically indeterminate problems)
- Flexural and shear stresses in beams

- Lectures 1–15

Review

Typically, 
Exam 1 in 
past years

Typically, 
Exam 2 in 
past years
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Equation sheet for Exam 1
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Direct shear: Bolted joint & Pinned joint

Shear stress and strain

Average shear stress: Average shear stress:
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Axial deformation (summary)
- Geometry of the solid body:  straight, slender member with cross section that 

is either constant or that changes slowly along the length of the member.
- Kinematic assumptions: cross sections, which are plane and are perpendicular 

to the axis before deformation, remain plane and remain perpendicular to the 
axis after deformation. In addition, cross sections do not rotate about the axis.

- Material behavior: isotropic linear elastic material; small deformations.

- Equilibrium:

Axial deformation

Strain:

Elongation:

Homogeneous:

Homogeneous:

Homogeneous, constant cross section, no body forces, thermal load:

Homogeneous, loaded with body forces:

for trusses …
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Torsional deformation (summary)
- Geometry of the solid body:  straight, slender member with circular cross 

section that changes slowly along the length of the member.
- Kinematic assumptions: the axis remains straight and inextensible. Cross 

sections, which are plane and are perpendicular to the axis before 
deformation, remain plane and perpendicular after deformation. Radial lines 
remain straight and radial as the cross section rotates about the axis

- Material behavior: isotropic linear elastic material; 
small deformations.

- Equilibrium:  (torque-twist equation)

Torsion

Shear 
strain

Total angle
of rotation

Homogeneous:

Homogeneous:

Homogeneous, constant cross section:

�max = r0
�

L
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⌧max =
Tr0
Ip
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Axial deformations

Review problems

Problem 9) Compatibility conditions
For a small angle of rotation
and member AD rigid:

statically
indeterminate

structures

Problem 10) Compatibility conditions

1) Free body diagram
2) Equilibrium equations
3) Force-displacement behavior
4) Compatibility conditions
5) Solve for unknowns
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Indeterminate trusses

Review problems

1) Free body diagram
2) Equilibrium equations
3) Force-displacement behavior
4) Compatibility conditions
5) Solve for unknowns

statically
indeterminate

structures

Problems 12-13) Compatibility conditions

with B fixed 
(angle measured at D from x-axis to 

the member counterclockwise) 

with C fixed 

with D fixed 



Review problems

Torsional deformations

Example 16
Determine the maximum shear stress in the steel 
and the maximum shear stress in the aluminum.
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Example 17
Determine the strain energy density.
Determine the total rotation at D.
Determine the state of stress at given points.

Example 18
Select dimensions that fulfill design constrains



Normal and shear stress in beams
-

- Kinematic assumptions: Bernoulli-Euler Beam Theory
- (from Lecture 13) cross sections remain plane and perpendicular to the

deflection curve of the deformed beam;
(how is this possible if there are shear strains?)

- (now, in addition) the distribution of flexural stresses on a given cross section
is not affected by the deformation due to shear. 12

Equilibrium of beams

What about         ?  Transverse and 
longitudinal 

shear stress!
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Flexural stress in beams (due to bending moment)

Equilibrium of beams

Moment-curvature equation      – Flexure formula               – In addition 

Note: the y-coordinate is measured from the centroid!!!! 

positive
curvature

negative
curvature



Shear stress in beams (due to shear forces)

- Jourawski Theory (or Collignon Theory)
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Equilibrium of beams

What about         ?

where Q(y) is the first 
moment of area A’(y) with 
respect to the neutral axis.

Average 
transverse 

shear stress

Q(y) =

Z

A0(y)
⌘dA = A⇤y⇤

= =
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⌧(x, y) =
|V (x)|Q(y)

Izz t(y)
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ME 323 students: Go!
Gene Kranz writes in his book about the powered descent. (Steve Bales is 
the guidance officer):  "I tell the controllers to make their Go NoGo
decision based on the last data they think is valid. I trust enough in their 
judgment and the spacecraft to keep descending without data for a while. 
I go rapidly around the horn, and all controllers are Go, especially Bales. 
His “Go!” resounds clearly through the room like a cymbal. He does not 
need a voice loop today. I chuckle as I continue polling the controllers."

Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BHIo6qwJarI


The smell of oil and steel and the sound of machinery

Video

Shinya Kimura: "In 1962 I was born in old town Tokyo. I was brought up 
surrounded by the smell of oil and steel and the sound of machinery. I 
think this is why this life suits me well. I have images but I am not 
inspired by any particular thing. I don’t draw either. I cut steel or bend 
aluminum, listening to how I feel at that moment. I use my own hands and 
break my back making bikes. I believe that speaks to people’s emotions 
and makes them want one."

https://vimeo.com/123863560


Be like Steve Jobs — treat your work like art

VideoWhen Steve Jobs and his team finished the original Macintosh, he had 
every member of the team sign the inside of the Macintosh case. It was a 
symbol that the entire team contributed to the product.

https://vimeo.com/77720400


Structural health monitoring could have picked it up sooner

Video

The Forth Road Bridge is a suspension bridge in east central Scotland. It 
opened in 1964 and, at the time, was the longest suspension bridge in the 
world outside the United States. In 2015, the bridge shut down for almost 
three weeks due to a crack caused by a seized pin. Russell (operations 
manager of the bridge) said: “My opinion would be if we have structural 
health monitoring on the bridge, that would be the way forward. If we 
had had that, it perhaps may have been picked up – perhaps.”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XbbZRV6wwEM


The machine-meets-handmade nature of many industries

Video

About Hohenberger manufacture of wallcoverings: 
“When Paul Taubert started making fine wall coverings in Hohenberg 
almost 90 years ago, most things were done by hand. Today, the small 
business has grown somewhat, and now state-of-the-art machines assist 
us in the producing our wallpapers. But we have remained true to the 
principle of handmade manufacture. Because we love what we do. We 
love making top-quality wallpapers. Individually and sustainably.”

https://vimeo.com/8667218


“Once you've been in space, you appreciate how small and 
fragile the Earth is”

Video

Valentina Tereshkova became the first woman to go into space on 16 June 
1963. She completed 48 orbits of the Earth in a trip that lasted almost 
three days. When asked about this achievement: "One cannot deny the 
great role women have played in the world community. My flight was yet 
another impetus to continue this female contribution." Her message to 
young women who wanted to follow in her footsteps: "Work hard and 
you will get there. I am very jealous of you!”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bnmq4WR83Mw


Always strive to be the best, but never believe that you are

Video

"You must always strive to be the best, but you must never believe that 
you are.”
—Juan Manuel Fangio
He won the World Championship of Drivers five times with four different 
teams (Alfa Romeo, Ferrari, Mercedes-Benz, and Maserati), a record that 
stood for 46 years until beaten by Michael Schumacher in 2003 and that  
has not been repeated since then.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCnj0HrEt9M

